Eleanor Roosevelt "The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams"

**Introduction:-**

The Students Internal Committee aims at encouraging academic, cultural and sports acumen in our students on a consistent basis also ensuring, at the same time, the holistic grooming and development of their personality.

To kick start the new academic year of 2009-2010, for the committee work, we at Internal Committee would like to re-introduce SMS (SIESCOMS MESSAGING SERVICE – which was conceptualized and practiced in 2004), a monthly news magazine, to all of you.

This magazine is intended to cover all the news and happenings at SIESCOMS. It will be mailed to both the students and the faculty community.

We welcome our students, staff and the faculty fraternity to contribute to this magazine by way of any creative thoughts / writings / poems / reflections, which may have inspired or left an imprint in your lives to know life more closely.

Since the magazine is slated, to be released, at the beginning of every month, we hereby kindly request you to send in your contributions to our editorial desk latest by the 25th of every month so that we are able to compile them on time.

**Major Programs / Events Scheduled in July 2009:**

1. 13th July 13, 2009: Inaugural session of PGDM program

2. 16th July, 2009: Inaugural session of PGDM (Pharmaceutical & Biotechnology Management) programs

3. 19th July, 2009: Convocation of PGDM (Pharmaceutical & Biotechnology Management: 2006-08) programs

4. 20th July, 2009: Inauguration of Post Graduate program on Banking & Finance

5. 24th July, 2009: Meeting with parents of MMS & PGDM 2nd year students
6. 26\textsuperscript{th} July, 2009: Annual Endowment function

7. Under a recent MOU signed with Microtechnologies Ltd. 2 faculty members having weekly 1 day internship / exposure with the company on a real-life project

SIESCOMS family takes great pleasure in wishing the below mentioned family members a very ‘Happy Birthday’.

**Birthdates of July 2009**

✧ **FACULTY**

1. 7\textsuperscript{th} July – Prof. Kamal Tandon  
2. 24\textsuperscript{th} July – Prof. Ambica  
3. 28\textsuperscript{th} July – Prof. Gayatri Vivek

✧ **OFFICE STAFF**

1. 12\textsuperscript{th} July – Mr. Shahaji

Our faculty colleagues are also requested to forward us their marriage anniversary dates for the purpose of including them in our magazine. As our new batch of students from various streams is still pouring in, we plan to include their birthdays too, here, from the next month onwards.

It is also a request to all, to kindly, keep us posted on any programs / events / achievements or any such incidents which may be of relevance to be a part of this magazine.

You may mail your news and contributions to linktosms@gmail.com

Looking forward to your support and cooperation.

Regards,

**Internal Events Committee**  
Prof. Sandeep Bhanot  
Prof. Susen Varghese